His Truth Is Marching On: Martin Luther King, Jr.'s Dream of Freedom. A recipient of the American Library Association (ALA) "Notable Government Documents of 2018" award, this booklet will teach your students about the important legacy of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. It includes a pictorial history ranging from photographs, maps, and illustrations of the King family, famous civil rights leaders, as well as the journey Dr. King traveled from being a charismatic Southern Baptist minister to one of the great civil rights and freedom leaders in American history. The book offers a glimpse of key moments in the civil rights movement and how Martin Luther King Jr. overcame all obstacles in his quest for equality for all.


Books about Science

Earth. A recipient of the American Library Association (ALA) "Notable Government Documents of 2018" award, this publication is filled with spectacular imagery! As noted by the ALA, the book "stands at an intersection of science and art." From a satellite view, NASA provides a glimpse of Earth's beauty through images that tell a story of earth from above. A great resource for teaching students about Earth Science!


Vocabulary Flash Cards. These flash cards will help your students learn about United States government. The cards have 150 English words and phrases and are meant to be used with a dry erase marker to offer an easy method for engagement in learning. The laminated cards can be used either in the classroom or as a resource for homeschool civics study lessons. The words and illustrations focus on United States history and civics topics. Each card provides space on the back for students to practice writing the word with a dry erase marker. These cards are a great resource for civics learning!


An Incredible Journey. An Incredible Journey teaches children about the life cycle of salmon. From eggs, to alevins, to fry, to smolts, to ocean adults, to migrating adults, to spawners, and the cycle repeats. This fun and colorful booklet serves as a wonderful resource for teaching young children about science.


English Teaching Forum. English Teaching Forum is a quarterly journal print subscription written by teachers for teachers. It provides classroom ideas, activities, and suggestions for teaching English as a Foreign Language (EFL) or as a Second Language (ESL or ESOL). English Teaching Forum supports the teaching of English around the world through the exchange of innovative, practical ideas. You can read about effective techniques for using models in the writing classroom, learn creative ways to introduce and reinforce understanding of vocabulary, discover how to transform your students' interest in social media into a project for narrative writing—and much more!

Subscription. ISBN: 9780160112942 Price: $21

CONTINUED ON BACK SIDE
Recipes for Healthy Kids Cookbook for Schools. Cooking with children is an enjoyable way to teach about nutrition! This is a cookbook with recipes that kids and adults will want to prepare, eat, and have fun while doing so and getting great nutrition! Featured are a collection of winning recipes from the “Recipes for Healthy Kids Competition”, (the winning recipes in each category are marked in the Table of Contents). A fun resource for those homeschooling their children!

Paperback. 144 p. ill.
ISBN: 9780160939891

Prescription for Disaster: How Teens Misuse Medicine. This illustrated guide offers parents, caregivers, guidance counselors, school nurses, school administrators, and teens insights about: Opioids, Depressants, and Stimulants. Topics covered in this booklet will help parents and other readers understand and identify the medications that teens are misusing.

Paperback. 58 p. ill.
ISBN: 9780160949029

Preventing Suicide: A Toolkit for High Schools. Suicides among teens continue to be a growing trend in the U.S. Preventing Suicide: A Toolkit for High Schools is designed to help high school counselors, administrators, and educators design and implement strategies to prevent suicide and promote behavioral health among their students. You will learn about warning signs and risk factors to identify students at-risk of suicide. Also included is information for parents.

Paperback. 229 p. ill.
ISBN: 9780160947926

Learn about more educational resources from the Federal government at:

You can find parenting resources too at: https://bookstore.gpo.gov/catalog/parenting

Interested in bargains? Check out our Education & Libraries 50% discounted collection at:
https://bookstore.gpo.gov/catalog/education-libraries-gpoverstock-sale
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